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ABSTRACT
TIllS paper expands the principal of coolant-eushioning in
Nuclear Steam Generators whereby the two-phase coolant.
especially the bubble film on the tube surface, moderates the
vibration of coolant tubes against their supports. This thesis
was advanced by the author in JSME ICONE-II paper #36443
"Fretting in Nuclear Steam Generators - A New Approach".
The current paper addresses tube bundle and AVB geometJy
issues; examines the tube bundle-eoolant-A VB interfaces and
examines implications for recircuJation flow, AVB design and
boiler size. The need for research to confinn empirical
findings is reiterated.
1. INTRODUCTION
In the previous paper ("Fretting in Nuclear Steam Generators A New Approach", ICONE-ll paper #36443) the author
discussed the history of Nuclear Steam Generator (NSG)
fretting which occurs commonly .31 the U-bend,between the
tubing and the anti-vibration bars (AVBs). He described a
mechanism whereby the two-phase coolant at sa~tion
temperature (Tsat) provides a negative feedback mechanism to
transfer vibration energy from the tubing and AVBs back to the
coolant. Quoting from that document...

"As a tube accelerates toward a fleXible A VB, the local
pressure between them rises as a result of the flUid's inertia
and viscosity. Vapor bubbles on the tube's surface will be
compressed; transferring some vibration energy to the
bubbles, raising their pressure and providing a cushioning
effect. As the local pressure rises and the bubble starts to
revert to a liquid, latent heat is released which slows bubble
collapse and resists the impact. The pressure should be
highest just before impact and at thiS point many of the
bubbles will have collapsed, proViding a waterfilm on the tube
surface that willfurther cushion the impact.
The increased pressure is also applied to the A VB, tending to
push it away slightly and transferring more vibrational energy
from the tube back to the flUid. When the vibration accelerates
the tube awayfrom the AVB. local pressure is reduced and
additional bubbles will be created, absorbing energy as latent
heat as the bubble is formed. and as the A VB is pulled inward.
transferring energy afvibration into thej/uid."

Since that paper was presented several questions have been
raised and they are addressed in the following sections,
2. THE LOCATION OF TsATFLUID IN THE NSG
Pool boiling, where the coolant is at saturation and isa foam of
liquid and vapor phase water, occurs uniformly throughout the
NSG Exceptions are in the integral economizer where the
fluid is a single phase liquid, and at the outlet end of the
tubing, where there may be insufficient heat energy left in the
primary fluid to maintain full Tsat conditions.

Everywhere else in the bundle, from the innennost ring to the
outermost, the heat flowing from the primary side generates
vapor bubbles in a compact mass as described in the next
section. In the critical U-bend ~ T_ conditions are
universal.
There are several reasons for. this uniformity. First, on the
primary side, most of the NSG
pressure drop occurs at the inlet tube sheet. Since this pressure
drop is high compared with the drop along the primary tubes
and outlet header, inlet flow to the tubes is well distributed.
Secondly, the pressure drop inside each tube of the bundle is
approximately equal. Although the individual tubes are of
varying length, the shorter inner tubes have small-radii bends
while the longer outer tubes have large-radii txinds. Since the
effects of length and radius on pressure drop are oppOSite. they
tend to cancel and thereby equalize the pressure drop. The
outlet flow is smooth and contributes little to the overall
pressure drop.
Finally, on the secondary side, the recirculation (ratio is
typically 6 in CANDU NSG&) means that the water circulates
through the stearn generator, ensuring good mixing. The
higher coolant velocity attributed to high recirculation also
aids in mixing.
Turbulence caused by the bundle supports; the AVEs and the
cross-flow at the U-bends keeps r.eplixing the.. secondaIy
coolant as well.
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in the restricted area but surface drag produces a velocity
profile show schematically below.
Figure 3 shows the AVB centered between the tubes. If it
moves off-center, then the coolant velocity will rise and the
pressure fallon the· narrowing side, tending to further pull the
AVB off-center. However, the momentum of the Tat fluid
counteraetsthis tendency as does the compressive property of
the fluid. (As the pressure drops, more bubbles form, resisting
the movement.)
To summarize, in a Tsat fluid, the tube· sunace is· uniformly
coated with growing bubbles whose momentum is
perpendicular to the surface at first. then they are swept away
by the bulk flow. The combination of this momentum, the
phase change and the water film remaining on the surface,
counteract the vibration energy of the tube-AVB system.
reducing the likelihood of metal-to-metal contact and
consequent fretting.
5. OTHER EFFECTS OF T SAT FLOW ON FRETTING.
The author believes that the AVB-tube interface should have
sufficient clearance. to allow the foregoing effects to operate.
This clearance has other benefits. With adequate flow between
the AVB and tube, there will be no local dryout and therefore
less crud deposition. Crud buildup will remove the cushioning
benefit and act as an abrasive to enhance fretting, at least until
such time as it fills the gap, locks the tube and starts denting
damage.

In Section 4 of his previous paper the author makes passing·
reference to " ... lack of vortex shedding." The negative
feedback mechanism of T sat coolant conditions acts on vortex
shedding excitation in the same way as it does on vibration. As
the coolant splits to flow around a tube and accelerates,
pressure drops and the flow rejoins its counterpart at the rear
of the tube, initiating a vortex. The Tlilt solution, however,
responds to the pressure drop by converting more fluid to the
vapor phase, robbing it of some of the vortex energy. Large
vortices are converted to smaller, more diffuse ones, lessening
.excitation. A similar principal is used to decrease wind
excitation of tall smokestacks by adding spoilers which shed
many small vortices rather than allowing large ones to fonn.
6. IMPLICATIONS FOR RECIRCULATION RATIO

Designer response to fretting damage has in part bee·n to
reduce the recirculation ratio. This reduction in tum reduces
the secondary coolant velocity and, it was thought, reduces
vibration by reducing the excitation energy. Lower bulk coolant
velocity, however, enhances crud deposition especially at the
support structures. Because the fluid momentum is lowered,
less coolant can penetrate the narrow AVB-tube spaces and the
cushioning effect is lowered. In consequence, both denting and
fretting are enhanced, rather than ameliorated.

7. IMPLICATIONS FOR AVa DESIGN
To maximize the.benefit of the cushioning effect, the following
design inputs are needed:

the AVB-tube interface should have sufficient
clearance for the TI8t solution to operate
.the AVB should be wide-wide enough to generate
the necessary cushioning force
the AVB should be thin-thin enough to be flexible
and absorb some of the transferred vibration energy
Designers around the world have reacted to fretting damage by
lowering flow rates;
increasing the number of AVEs;
tightening structUral tolerances to reduce the AVB-tube gap,
and by designing AVBs which grip the tubes snuggly, either by
clamping or wedging. But fretting and denting continue.
Simple experiments showed that, in an array of vibrating tube
bends, if one bend was tightly held in position, bends in
adjacent positions increased their vibration. Clamping did not
eliminate vibration energy, but transferred it. The author
believes this effect is the reason current designs fret. Vibration
energy must be transferred out of the U-bends.
8, CONCLUSIONS
The author believes that a major paradigm shift is required.
Fretting and crud deposition at the AVB-tube interface can be
reduced or eliminated by reducing the number of AVBs,
increasing clearances and making the AVBs limber. He further
believes that fretting history in NSGs bears out this thesis (see
ICONE-ll paper).

The concept of coolant cushioning is not new. As Howard Rae
said in a review of these problems ...
"Damping of the vibration by liquid films between the tube and
support structure are 040 important in [the assessment of tube
vibration). " 1
However, the full mechanism of this damping in pool boiling
has not been fully appreciated and in consequence has not been
suitably investigated. Most investigations have been conducted
in fluids other than saturated water/steam mixes. The
mechanism must be verified and quantified if it is to be a
proper design tool.
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